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Introduction 
Fluidized states have many properties 
which can be described on a continuum basis. 
This continuum approach has been exceed- 
ingly useful in determining fluid mechanical 
properties of such two phase fluid flows in 
general and the particular application to 
bubble motion in fluidized beds has been 
notably successful and useful [see, for 
example, Jackson (1), Davidson and Harrison 
(2) and Murray (3), (4)]. 
In view of the fluid-like state of fluidized 
beds considerable work has been devoted 
to determining an apparent viscosity for 
such a 'fluid' in the Newtonian sense. A wide 
range of values has been suggested for such 
a viscosity. A summary of these is given by  
Davidson and Harrison (2). More recently 
Daniels (5) has given the results of a detailed 
s tudy on the measurement of the drag on 
spheres immersed in fluidized beds. 
The usual methods for finding the viscosity 
of a normal Newtonian fluid such as the 
falling sphere method, the rotating cylinders 
method, etc. are not necessarily reliable when 
applied to fluidized beds. The main reason 
for this is that  fluidized beds are unstable to 
small internal disturbances which can give 
rise to bubbles in the bed. Bubbles in fluidized 
beds seem to occur when the density of the 
solid particles is greater than about ten times 
that  of the fluidizing fluid. The stability of 
fluidized beds was discussed by  Jaclcson (1) 
and Murray (3) and (6), who suggested 
governing equations of motion for fluidized 
beds. Thus, any body introduced into a 
fluidized bed could create disturbances which 
could result in viscosity measurements of 
doubtfull interpretation. The wide divergence 
of values for the viscosity suggested, from 
single figure values to tens of poise, are 
testament to this. 
Murray (6) suggested, theoretically, very 
approximate expressions for a particulate 
continuum shear and bulk viscosity. He 
showed that  the presence of a bulk viscosity, 
which may  also be thought of as a particle 
collision effect, was responsible for the rapid 
damping of surface waves in a fluidized bed. 
I t  seemed that  one way of assessing an 
order of magnitude value to a shear viscosity 
would be to s tudy some phenomenon which 
could be observed without artificially disturb- 
ing the fluidized bed. This would then provide 
an independent guide as to the reliability 
of the accepted techniques as applied to 
fluidized beds. One such obvious phenomenon 
is the motion of a bubble:  bubbles are 
endemic in gas fluidized beds. This is done 
in this paper and it is shown that a value for 
a shear viscosity (which depends on the 
voidage) in the vicinity of, but generally 
less than, ten seems to be indicated. This is 
in line with the values now generally 
accepted [see Davidson and Harrison (2) and 
Daniels (5)] and found by  the usual methods 
when carefully used. The simple method 
described here thus ]ends theoretical iusti- 
fication to this value. The method consists 
simply of estimating the drag on a small 
bubble and calculating a drag coefficient. 
The drag, in s teady motion, is equal to the 
buoyancy force and equating them gives a 
value for the shear viscosity [with the form 
suggested by  Murray (5)]. 
The form for the viscosity results in an 
expression for the velocity of rise of a bubble 
in a fluidized bed which depends on the 
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voidage in such a way that  the velocity 
increases when the voidage increases. This 
is consistent with the experimental results 
found by _Rowe and Partridge (7). 
Bubble Motion and the Connection with the 
Viscosity 
In fluidized beds where bubbles appear 
the gas momentum resulting from bubble 
motion is negligible when compared with the 
particulate motion. Murray (6) showed tha t  
when a bubble moves steadily upwards 
through a fluidized bed in which it can exist 
an approximate solution of the equations of 
motion is tha t  in which the voidage s is 
constant. A consequence of this solution is 
tha t  the solids motion round the bubble can 
be approximated by an irrotationM flow. 
We consider the bubble (three dimensional) 
to be small and such tha t  the particulate 
motion relative to the spherical bubble is 
given by  the usual potential q~, where 
-~ - -  U/~ cos 0 (r + a3/2 r ~) , [1] 
where UB is the velocity of rise of the bubble 
with radius a, and r, 0 the axially symmetric 
polar co-ordinates measured from the bubble 
center. 
The drag on a bubble (in a liquid) ff it is 
sufficiently small so tha t  it may be con- 
sidered spherical was given by Levich (8) 
using the dissipation method [see also 
Levich (9) and Landau and Li/shitz (10)]. 
This result has been confirmed by a more 
rigorous study of the actual viscous problem 
by Moore (11). We here use the dissipation 
method with the particulate phase as the 
fuid .  
The rate of change E of the kinetic energy 
of the system due to the bubble motion is 
thus approximated in this case in the usual 
way from [1] [see, for example, Landau and 
Li/shitz (10)] since here the gas momentum 
is negligible compared with the solids 
momentum, and is given by 
where #s is formally the particulate con- 
t inuum shear viscosity. The viscous drag F~ 
is obtained from [2] as 
Fv : 12 ~#sa  UB , [3] 
from which a viscous drag coefficient CDv can 
be defined as 
/ CDv = 12 ~ # s a U B _ - ~ s ~ a  [4] 
Bee = q U~a/t~s, 
*) Note  t h a t  t h e  drag coefficient for a small  spherical  
bubb le  rising up  t h r o u g h  a fluid is twice t h a t  for a solid 
p~rtiele of  t h e  same size in  Stokes flow. 
where Bee is a particulate continuum Rey- 
nolds number and where ~ is the bulk 
density of the bed which in gas fluidized 
beds is given by 
-- ~s (1 -- e), [53 
where Qs is the density of the particles and e 
the voidage. 
A bouyancy force F~ is given by 
4 a 
Fb-- -5- ~ a e~(1 - ~) g. [6] 
A buoyancy coefficient CD~ for the bubble 
is thus 
4 l l 
= --  s) g / - ~ a  qs(1 - - e )  CD b -~gaaqs(1 u~ 
_ 8 a g  [7] 
3 u~ 
Murray (4) gave the following expression 
for UB: 
v~ = ag/3~, Is] 
where c is a constant, introduced in his 
analysis which can be chosen to enable the 
solutions obtained to approximate more 
closely the actual physical situation. In tha t  
work, which was essentially an inviscid 
theory, a value of c = 0.6 was found theore- 
tically for c. From the above, a dependence 
of UB (and e) on the Reynolds number can 
be found as follows. Substitution of [8] into 
[7] gives 
C1)b = 8 c .  [9] 
Since in steady motion CD v and CD b are 
equal, the last equation and [4] imply tha t  
/~es = 3/c [10] 
a n d  so 
U~ = agree/9.  
An estimate of a value for/~s can be given 
from the second of [4], [8] and [10], since 
from these 
1 i #s = es(1 - -  e) UI~ ac/3 - ~  - - ~  Os( --  s) (cgaa/3) lr~ 9 [11] 
Eq. [11] might be expected to hold for 
small a, and gives #s as a function of a, c, e, 
~s. A typical value is given with ~s~3gm. /  
c.c., a = 1 cm. c = 0.6 [suggested by 
Murray [4)], s --- 0.4, as #s - -  10 gm/cm sec. 
Recently Rowe and Partridge (7) showed 
experimentally tha t  if the volume wake 
fraction ]vJ of a bubble is zero then c = 0.3 
in which case, from [11],/zs --  7 poise. These 
values can only be order of magnitude values 
since a in [1I] is in a sense arbitrary. The a, 
in fact, must be small enough so tha t  the 
bubble may be approximately taken to be 
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spherical. I t  m a y  have  to be smaller t han  
1 era. However ,  1 cm. is no t  an unreasonable  
value to take  and  with it the  apparen t  
viscosi ty is in the range of  values now fairly 
generally accepted [see Dav idson  and Harr i -  
son (2)]. I t  does no t  suppor t  the value of  
tens of  poise as has been suggested. 
I f  the  concept  of  an apparen t  N e w t o n i a n  
viscosi ty is pursued  (even though  there is a 
dependence on the bubble radius and  other  
quantit ies) comparison can be made with the 
results obta ined  f rom experiments  on the  
s t eady  rate  of  fall of  a small solid sphere 
t h rough  a bed at  incipient fluidization. 
Partr idge  (12) reports  t h a t  a sphere of radius 
a = 0.75 cm. in a bed of  particles of  diameter  
460 microns with e = 0.4 and Q~--3gm./c.c.  
and  sphere densi ty  7.78 gm./c.c, had  a 
terminal  veloci ty  of  Ut = 50 cm./sec. Wi th  
the value of  /~s'-~ 7 poise f rom above for 
/w = O, a Reynolds  number  
_Res -- es(1 - -  e) U~ a/tts -- 9.6, 
is obtained.  A drag coefficient CD is given b y  
4 
x (1 - s) Ut ~ -  3.5. 
F r o m  a typica l  N e w t o n i a n  CD-Re curve, 
CD - -  4.2 for Re  - -  9.6. Al ternat ively ,  f rom 
the  last equat ion  for a CD - -  3.5, the R e - -  7.2. 
These results are not  too inconsistent  and  
are in line with values found exper imenta l ly  
b y  Danie l s  (5). 
F r o m  the second of  [4], [8] and  [10] 
UB ---- es (1 -- s)a ~ g/9 #8, [12] 
and  i f / t s  is given as a funct ion of  s then  so 
is UB. M u r r a y  (5) suggested a rough and 
approx imate  form for /~s in the  s i tuat ion 
where the  particles are 2 (a + l) apar t  and 
l ~ a  as 
t t s -  A~a/ l ,  [13] 
where /t is the viscosi ty of  the actual  fluid 
and  A some funct ion of  the  geometry .  A 
dependence of  a/1 on s can be obta ined  as 
follows. 
Consider a cube containing n 3 (>~ 1) uni- 
formly  packed  particles of  radius a and  
distance 2 (a + l) apar t .  For  this cube the  
volume of  the  particles plus the  interst i t ial  
space equals the  volume of  the cube. Thus  
4 
-~xtaSn 3 + interstitial space = [2 n(l + a)] 8 . 
Dividing bo th  sides b y  [2n(l  + a)] 3 we 
get  the following expression for all in te rms  
of  e, the voidage fract ion and ss, the  close 
packed or sa tura t ion  value of  e ( that  is when 
1 = 0): 
a/l = (1 - e):~'/[(1 - ~)1~ _ (1 - ~):~]. [14] 
Subst i tu t ion of  [14] into [13] and then  [12] 
shows t h a t  
UB oc esa~(1 - -  s )  ~/~ [ ( 1  - -  e s )  1/3  - -  ( 1  - -  s ) : / 3 ] ,  [ 1 5 ]  
which shows t h a t  UB increases as s increases 
f rom es. There is a value of  s when UB star ts  
to decrease again, name ly  for 
('y s> I- -~ (l-e~), 
but this region is not in the range found in 
fluidized beds. The fact  t ha t  U B  increases 
with increasing e has been found experi- 
menta l ly  b y  Rowe  and  Partr idge (7). 
Summary 
By considering a fluidized state to be similar to a 
'fluid' with a given density, which depends on the 
voidage, a rough order of magnitude for the apparent 
shear viscosity of the 'fluid' was found from a simple 
study of bubble motion in the fluidized state. A value 
for the viscosity of about 10 poise, or less, was found, 
which is in line with more recent suggested values. 
Using an expression for the continuum shear 
viscosity and bubble rise velocity given by the author 
previously a dependence of the bubble velocity on the 
voidage was indicated which showed that in ttuidized 
states the velocity of rise increased with increasing 
voidage. This is in keeping with experimental obser- 
vation. 
It should be noted both from the above and previous 
work in this area that the concept of a fluidized state as 
a simple 2gewtonian fluid is limiting. With a Newtonian 
concept, however, considerable quantitative informa- 
tion has been found. This, not unexpectedly, has been 
in the area which might be described as the 'inviscid' 
fluidized state. 
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Die Volumenretardation des Polystyrals naeh Druek- mad Temperaturspriingen*) 
Von G~nther Goldbach und Gi~nther Rehage 
Mit 35 Abbildungen 
(Eingegangen am 24. Oktober 1966) 
1. Vorbemerkungen 
Unter Naehwirkung wird die zeitlieh ver- 
zSgerte Einstellung eines Gleiehgewiehts- 
zustandes auf Grund einer /~ul3eren Be- 
anspruehung des Naterials verstanden, tIier- 
bei wollen wir zwei Erseheinungen der Naeh- 
wirkung unterscheiden: 
a) Die l~elaxation: Extensive GrSgen wie 
z. ]3. das Volumen oder die Verformnng wer- 
den vorgegeben. Die zeitliehen J~_nderungen 
der intensiven GrSBen, z. B. Druek oder 
Spannung, werden gemessen. 
b) Die Retardation: Hier sind die inten- 
siren Gr61]en vorgegeben, und die zeitlichen 
~nderungen der extensiven GrSgen werden 
beobaehtet. 
In dieser Arbeit werden Naehwirkungs- 
erseheinungen des Volumens an glasig er- 
starrenden Substanzen untersueht. Es han- 
delt sieh demnaeh um t~etardationsvorggnge, 
deren Ursaehe und experimenteller Naehweis 
im folgenden n/~her erl//utert werden sollen. 
2. Ursaehe und experimenteller Naehweis der 
Volumenretardation 
Eine Fliissigkeit besitzt bei jeder Tempe- 
ratur nnd jedem Druek eine bestimmte, 
statistisehen Gesetzm/~gigkeiten gehorchende 
Anordnung der Molektile [vgl. (1)]. Hat sieh 
die zu einer vorgegebenen Temloeratur und 
zu einem vorgegebenen Druek gehSrende 
,,innere Ordnung" der Molekiile eingestellt, 
so befindet sieh die Fliissigkeit im sogenann- 
ten ,,inneren thermodynamischen Gleieh- 
gewieht". Dureh eine ~nderung der Tempe- 
ratur oder des Drucks wird die innere Ord- 
hung der Molektile gestSrt, und die Fltissig- 
keit benStigt eine gewisse Zeit, bis das zu 
der neuen Temloeratur bzw. dem neuen Druck 
gehSrende Gleiehgewicht wiederhergestellt 
ist. Beschreibt man die inhere Ordnung der 
Flfissigkeit mit einem einzigen Ordnungs- 
parameter ~ oder einem S~tz yon Ordnungs- 
parametern, so kann m~n jedem einzelnen 
Ordnungsp~rameter ~ eine Retardationszeit 
~ zuordnen, die f~r die Geschwindigkeit der 
Retardation m~ggebend ist. D~bei ist die 
Retardationszeit-~i als diej enige Zeit definiert, 
in der die GleiehgewiehtsstSrung auf den 
e-ten Teil des Augsangswertes abgeklungen 
ist. Nun erfordert jede StSrung (Temgeratur- 
bzw. Druek/~nderung) eines Gleiehgewiehts 
eine gewisse Zeit, die aus experimentellen 
Griinden nicht untersehritten werden kann. 
Diese Zeit sei mit ,,Mel3zeit" bezeiehnet. Im 
Falle einer Temperatur/~nderung z. B. ist die 
Megzeit die Zeit, innerhMb der die Fliissig- 
keit die neue Temperatur annimmt. Solange 
die grSBte Retardationszeit ~ kleiner ist als 
die Megzeit, befindet sich die Fliissigkeit 
w/~hrend der Dauer des Experiments im 
inneren Gleiehgewieht. Sind eine oder meh- 
rere der getardationszeiten ]edoeh grSger 
Ms die Megzeit, so erreieht die Fliissigkeit 
w//hrend dieser Zeit nieht mehr ihren Gleieh- 
gewiehtszustand. Man beobaehtet dann z. ]3. 
eine Retardation des Volumens; die Ord- 
nungsparameter ~i /~ndern sich dabei in 
l~iehtung auf die zum neuen Gleiehgewieht 
gehSrende Ordnung. Es sei nun kurz erw/~hnt, 
wie sieh die vorausgegangenen Betraehtun- 
gen w/~hrend des glasigen Erstarrens einer 
Fliissigkeit experimentell ~uBern: 
Migt man bei konstantem Druek P1 das 
Volumen V einer glasig erstarrenden Sub- 
stanz bei konstanter Abkiihlgesehwindigkeit, 
yon hoher Temperatur beginnend, so be- 
*) Vorgetragen yon G. Goldbach auf dem Symposium 
der Niederli~ndischen I~heologisehen Gesellschaft in 
VMkenburg (Niederl~nde), am 17. MM 1966. I~urzf~s- 
sung in l~heologica Acts  5, 302 (1966) ersehienen. 
